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Abstract. Accurate length estimation is very helpful for the suc-
cessful segmentation and recognition of connected digit strings, in
particular, for an off-line recognition system. However, little work has
been done in this area due to the difficulties involved. A length es-
timation approach is presented as a part of our automatic off-line
digit recognition system. The kernel of our approach is a neural
network estimator with a set of structure-based features as the in-
puts. The system outputs are a set of fuzzy membership grades
reflecting the degrees of an input digit string of having different
lengths. Experimental results on National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) Special Database 3 and other derived digit
strings shows that our approach can achieve an about 99.4% cor-
rect estimation if the best two estimations are considered. © 1998
SPIE and IS&T. [S1017-9909(98)00901-5]

1 Introduction

Recently, many algorithms have been developed for
line unconstrained connected characters recognition.
cording to the targeted problems, these algorithms can
categorized into two groups, those for recognizing co
nected character strings with a fixed number
characters1–4 and those for recognizing character strin
without knowing the length of each string~unfixed!, where
the segmentation and recognition are perform
interactively.5–12

For techniques in the first group, character strings
first separated into isolated characters, which are then id
tified by a recognizer. Cherietet al. presented a region
based background analysis algorithm to find a married
of background valleys to separate a connected digit stri1

On the other hand, a context-directed hierarchical algorit
was proposed by Shridhar and Badreldin to separate
nected two-digit strings.2 In their approach, the segment
tion was done based on the analysis of horizontal bord
to-background transitions. Yu and Yan recently propose
recognition-based segmentation algorithm3 in which a set
of structure-based models together with several crite
were adopted to select the most promising one-touch

Paper CIP-09 received Feb. 22, 1997; revised manuscript received June 23,
accepted for publication Aug. 4, 1997.
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point or pair of two-touching points at which a string wa
separated. Another contour-analysis-based algorithm
proposed in Ref. 4 in which contour information was us
to find pairs of cutting points. Nine credits on contour fe
tures were then assigned to each pair of cutting points
the weighted sum of nine credits was used to prioritize
links where the weights were trained using a genetic al
rithm. Most of these techniques worked well on charac
strings with a fixed number of characters.

In the second group of techniques for recognizing ch
acter strings with variable lengths, the hidden Mark
model ~HMM !, a segmentation-free approach, is used
most applications.5–8,11 An HMM is a doubly stochastic
process with an underlying stochastic process that is
observable but can be observed through another set of
chastic processes that produce the sequence of symbols13 It
does not model the whole pattern or shape as a single
ture vector. Instead, the HMM explores the relationsh
~transition probabilities! between consecutive segments o
pattern to be classified. For its applications, a word is fi
separated into a sequence of segments that are pro
encoded. Then, a dynamic programming technique, suc
the Viterbi algorithm, is used to find the path of the max
mal probability from the sequence of segments. A wo
which corresponds to the path, is finally extracted. A le
con is often used in postprocessing to obtain a valid w
from a set of candidates~paths! of high probabilities.7,14

Another segmentation-free algorithm, a subgraph match
algorithm, was presented in Refs. 9 and 10. The algorit
extracts meaningful subgraphs~characters or digits! from
the feature graph~word! by template matching. For thes
algorithms, the number of characters in a string can
determined only after they have been recognized. Ob
ously, the segmentation and recognition performance
character strings with variable lengths can be improved
nificantly if the number of the characters in each string c
be satisfactorily estimated beforehand. After the length
determined, the segmentation and recognition problem
character strings of variable lengths can be simplified to
one of a fixed length, where a better performance can
expected. Unfortunately, little work has been reported
estimating the length of a character string.

7;
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To solve the recognition problem of strings of variab
lengths, an iterative segmentation-based algorithm was p
posed by Fenrich.12 In his algorithm, vertical projection and
upper and lower contours were used to find splitting po
tions. In each iteration, a character was recognized and
moved from the image. This process continued until
characters were recognized. In his paper, a length esti
tion method was presented, which was based on c
strained linear regression~CLR! by using the image density
as the independent variable and the number of recogni
characters as the dependent variable. Since characters
removed as they were recognized, their effective contrib
tion to the image density could be measured. The measu
values were then used to establish a least-squares lin
model, which could be used to estimate the number of ch
acters remaining in the image.

In this paper, we present a neural network solution to t
length estimation of digit strings, which is an important pa
of our automatic off-line digit recognition system. The ou
puts of the neural network estimator are further process
so that a set of fuzzy membership grades are obtained
reflect the degrees of an input digit string of having diffe
ent length values. These membership grades will be v
helpful for the digit segmentation and recognition at a lat
stage.

As shown in Fig. 1, our length estimation approac
mainly includes four steps, preprocessing, feature extr
tion, neural network estimation, and postprocessing. P
processing plays an important role in digit separation
well as in digit recognition. In this step, morphological op
erators together with if-then rules are applied to remo
noise in binary digit string images. The detail of the pr
processing is presented in Sec. 2. A set of structure-ba
features from the normalized noise-free image and its sk
eton image are extracted in the step of feature extracti
which is discussed in Sec. 3. A multilayer feedforward ne
ral network is then trained in step 3 to perform the leng
estimation based on the extracted features. Section 4
cusses data collection and the training of the neural n
work estimator. In Sec. 5, we explain how to derive fuzz
membership grades from the outputs of the neural netw
estimator. Experimental results on National Institute
Standards and Technology~NIST! Special Database 3 and
other derived digit strings are reported in Sec. 6. Final
conclusions are drawn in Sec. 7.

2 Preprocessing

Preprocessing includes three substeps: noise filtering, n
malization, and skeletonization, as shown in Fig. 2. Tw
images are output from each input image, the normaliz
noise-free image and the skeleton image. Both images
used to extract structure-based features for the length e
mation of digit strings.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the length estimation system for digit
strings.
80 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1998 / Vol. 7(1)
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2.1 Noise Filtering

Mathematical morphology, which can be used to han
geometrical features in an image, has been studied
about three decades. Usinga priori geometrical informa-
tion, features in an image can be extracted, suppresse
preserved by applying morphological operators.15,16 Math-
ematical morphology consists of set transformations t
transform a set into another set. These transformations
carried out via the use of a structure element that conta
the desired geometrical structure. Various interactions
the original set with the structuring element form the ba
of all morphological operations.17

There are four basic morphological operators: erosi
dilation, opening, and closing. In our paper, the open
and closing operations are used to extract noise from
original image.

Let I be an original image and letN be the noise. We
have

N5I 2~ I +B!–B, ~1!

where + denotes the opening operation, and– denotes the
closing operation. The selection of the structure elemenB
is a key problem in mathematical morphology analysis,
cause there exist a huge number of potential structure
ments for the vastness of the universe of all possible ob
shapes, and our experience shows that it is difficult
choose a suitable single structure element for filtering
variety of noise. The selection is very much dependen
the property of the original data and the task that we w
to carry out. Preliminary experiments suggested that cho
ing a 333 lattice forB could achieve good performance
removing the possible noise in digit string images.

Figure 3~a! shows a few examples of digit string image
Potential noise~dark regions! extracted by morphologica
operations are shown in Fig. 3~b!. The potential noise re-
gions include:

1. burrs at the border of foreground due to image sc
ning and binarization

2. small holes from the morphological operations

3. large artifacts from writing boxes

4. narrow strokes due to poor writing, such as the n
row part at the top of the 2 in the fourth digit string i
Fig. 3~b!.

Burrs and large artifacts should be erased, small ho
should be ignored, and narrow strokes should be kep
avoid broken strokes. Production rules are used to dis
guish a noise region from other foreground regions acco
ing to its size, shape, and the number of connected fo
ground regions.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the preprocessing step.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Let the size of a potential noise regionf n be given by its
total pixel number, let the shape of the regionf s be defined
as the ratio of the number of boundary pixels to the num
of inner pixels, and let the number of connected foregrou
regions be denoted byf p . A potential noise region with
f n,5 is removed immediately without any further proces
ing. However, three rules are used to distinguish lar
noise regions from the other foreground ones. Assume
Tn andTs are thresholds. The three rules used are:

1. If f n,Tn , then it is a noise region.

2. If f s.Ts , then it is a noise region.

3. If f p<1, it is a noise region; otherwise, it is a fore
ground region.

We associate a fuzzy membership function with each of
first two rules. For rule 1, we adopt a membership funct
as shown in Fig. 4~a! whereTn is set to 10:

m~ f n!55
1.0: fn<Tn~12an/2!

0.0: fn>Tn~11an/2!

Tn~11an/2!2 f n

Tnan
:

Tn~12an/2!, f n,Tn~11an/2!,

~2!

Fig. 3 Preprocessing of binary digit string images: (a) original bi-
nary images, (b) the potential noise (dark regions) extracted from
the original binary images, (c) the normalized digit strings after re-
moving noise, and (d) the skeleton images.
oaded From: http://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 08/05/2013 T
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wherean is an extension factor that is set to 1.0. For rule
we use a membership function as shown in Fig. 4~b! where
Ts is set to 1.3:

m~ f s!55
1.0: f s>Ts~11as/2!

0.0: f n<Ts~12as/2!

f s2Ts~12as/2!

Tsas
:

Ts~11as/2!, f s,Ts~11as/2!.

~3!

Again, as is an extension factor that is set to 0.15. For ru
3, m( f p)51 if f p<1; otherwisem( f p)50.

Let Pn represent the degree that a region belongs
noise, andPn is given by

Pn5am~ f n!1bm~ f s!1gm~ f p!, ~4!

where weightsa5b50.1 andg50.8. If Pn>0.5, the re-
gion is considered to be noise and can be removed.

2.2 Normalization

The second part of the preprocessing is normalizati
which is necessary because the original images are usu
of different sizes, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. One normalization
scheme is to scale a foreground image to touch all f
sides of the predefined box and the other is to touch t
bottom sides or left-right sides only. The first normalizati
scheme is rarely used because it may introduce defor
tion. In our paper, the length of a digit string is unknow
so the second normalization scheme with a predefi
height will do a better job. Figure 3~c! shows the normal-
ized noise-free images where all the foreground images
scaled to the same height.

2.3 Skeletonization

The last part in the preprocessing is skeletonization. T
task here is to find a thinned representation of a foregro
image. The skeleton image together with the normaliz
noise-free image are used to extract features for estima
the length of the digit string. The skeletonization algorith
is adapted from Hilditch’s thinning algorithm,18 which de-
pends on the ‘‘hit-or-miss’’ transform.18,19 The shortcom-
ing of this algorithm is that it produces artifacts~buds! or
extra branches during the processing. The extra branc
are usually short in comparison with the other strok

Fig. 4 Two types of membership functions used for the rules for
removing noise.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1998 / Vol. 7(1) / 81
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There are two types of artifacts, one from the poor writi
in the form of a short line, as shown in Fig. 5~a!, and the
other generated by the ‘‘hit-or-miss’’ transform in the for
of a straight line with a small circle at one end and ac
angle~s! to the neighboring stroke~s!, as shown in Fig. 5~b!.

Figure 3~d! shows the final skeleton images. We can s
that not all artifacts should be removed. Some long artifa
are kept because they may indicate the sharp corner p
of the strokes, which is useful for the later processing. T
decision of whether or not to remove an artifact is ma
based on its length and shape and its angles to the ne
boring branches.

3 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is an important step for a good pat
recognition system. The choice of features should ma
the requirements of the chosen classifier for the task to
carried out. The extracted features should be invarian
the expected distortions and variances. Moreover, wit
limited training set, the number of features should be k
reasonably small if a statistical classifier is to be used.20

In this algorithm, 17 structure-based features were
tracted to train a multilayer feedforward neural network
perform the length estimation of digit strings. Among the
10 features are horizontal transitions extracted from
normalized noise-free image, and 6 features come from
ture points extracted from the skeleton image, and the
pect ratio of the image.

3.1 Horizontal Transitions

Horizontal transitions were proposed for the segmenta
of handwritten digit strings by Shridlar and Badreldin.2 As
shown in Fig. 6, the approach is to scan the image horiz
tally and to count the number of foreground-backgrou
and background-foreground transitions. The whole ima
can be divided into 10 bands from top to bottom, and
average number of horizontal transitions in each band
used as a feature~10 features in total!.

Fig. 5 Artifacts generated from the Hilditch’s thinning processing:
(a) an artifact due to poor writing and (b) an artifact due to the
hit-or-miss transform.

Fig. 6 Horizontal transitions of a digit string image.
82 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1998 / Vol. 7(1)
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3.2 Feature Points

Fork points and terminal points in the skeleton image
important feature points. As shown in Fig. 7, a fork point
a skeleton point that has more than two connected bran
and a terminal point is a skeleton point that has only o
connected branch, that is, at the end of a stroke. We can
that some artifacts are deliberately kept to indicate sh
turning corners. The whole image is partitioned into thr
bands: top, center, and bottom bands. Two features,
number of the fork points and the number of termin
points, are extracted from each band. Therefore, six f
tures in total are obtained.

4 Data Collection and Training of a Neutral
Network Estimator

The data we used for experiments were extracted fr
NIST Special Database 3. In total, 4,555 connected tw
digit strings, 355 connected three-digit strings, and 48 c
nected four-digit strings are available in the database
addition, we also extracted 20,852 isolated digits from
database. Obviously, the numbers of the connected th
and four-digit strings are too small as compared with tho
of the other two types. To solve the problem, we deriv
some three- and four-digit strings by merging the exist
shorter strings, as shown in Fig. 8, where a two-digit str
53 is merged with an isolated digit 3 to derive a connec
three-digit string 533. The degree of overlappingO is set
randomly within a prespecified range.

Finally, we chose 2000 samples of isolated digits, 12
connected two-digit strings, 1200 connected three-d
strings, and 1200 connected four-digit strings as the tra
ing set. For the testing, we have an independent set of 2
isolated digits, 3355 connected two-digit strings, 3355 c
nected three-digit strings, and 1200 connected four-d
strings. The strings of five or more connected digits are r
in real-world applications, so they are not included in o
experiments.

An 18-60-4 three-layer feedforward neural network w
trained to estimate the string length based on 17 featu
discussed in the previous section. Note that an extra in
node with fixed activity is used to produce bias terms to
hidden nodes through the weight connections. Each of
four outputs of the neural network is assigned to each
four classes: isolated digit, two-digit string, three-dig

Fig. 7 Feature points in a skeleton image.

Fig. 8 Artificial three-digit string from merging a two-digit string with
an isolated digit.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 1 The experimental results on the test set (CE: correct estimation).

Isolated Two-digit Three-digit Four-digit Total CE (%)

Isolated 1973 27 0 0 2000 98.7

Two-digit 19 3268 68 0 3355 97.4

Three-digit 0 55 3085 215 3355 92.0

Four-digit 0 0 70 1130 1200 94.2
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string, and four-digit string. The neural network was train
using the backpropagation algorithm with the conjuga
gradient optimization technique.

5 Postprocessing

The outputs of the neural network are a set of continu
values in@0,1#. It will be more helpful for the later segmen
tation and recognition if the system can also provide a c
fidence level at which a string belongs to each of four c
egories. Assume that the output vector of the neu
network for thei ’th input digit string isoi . We first com-
pute the center of the output vectors of the digit strings
the same length, that is,

cj5
(k51

Nj oi k

Nj
j 51,2,...,L, ~5!

whereL is the number of classes~four in our application!,
andNj is the total number of digit strings in classj . A set
of fuzzy membership grades is then derived for each d
string according to its Euclidean distances to the class c
ters:

dji 5@~oi2cj !
T3~oi2cj !#

1/2, ~6!

wheredji is the distance from output vectoroi to centercj .
Finally, the membership grade of digit stringi belonging to
classj , mji , is defined as
lectronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 08/05/2013 T
-

l

t
-

mji 5H 1/dji

( l 51
L ~1/dli !

: dji Þ0

1: dji 50 .

~7!

6 Experimental Results and Discussion

Table 1 lists the results of the neural network estimation
the test set. The overall correct classification rate is 95.3
We can see from the table that the misclassification occ
among the neighboring classes only, for example, a c
nected three-digit string might be misclassified into a tw
digit string or a four-digit string.

Based on fuzzy membership grades, we introduce
measurel, which is defined as the difference between t
two maximum grades, that is,

l5max~m0i ,m1i ,m2i ,m3i !

2second max~m0i ,m1i ,m2i ,m3i !. ~8!

Table 2 summarizes the classification of digit strings
terms of differentl values. Among the 9456 correctly clas
sified digit strings, 70% of them were well classified (l
>0.5), Concerning the 454 wrongly classified digit string
about 88% were not completely misclassified, that is,
values ofl were smaller than 0.5, which means that
alternative choice could also be favorable. The length e
mation is a part of our automatic digit recognition syste
and the results from this estimation serve only as a gu
line for the later processing. If the value ofl is not large
Table 2 The analysis of the system outputs on the test set based on membership grades.

l

Correct Wrong All

Number % Number % Number %

0 to 0.1 234 2.47 167 36.8 401 4.05

0.1 to 0.2 352 3.72 100 22.0 452 4.56

0.2 to 0.3 411 4.35 70 15.4 481 4.85

0.3 to 0.4 648 6.85 37 8.15 685 6.91

0.4 to 0.5 973 10.3 25 5.51 998 10.1

0.5 to 0.6 1837 19.4 17 3.74 1854 18.7

0.6 to 0.7 1828 19.3 20 4.41 1848 18.6

0.7 to 0.8 2048 21.7 10 2.20 2058 20.8

0.8 to 0.9 862 9.12 5 1.10 867 8.75

0.9 to 1.0 263 2.78 3 0.66 266 2.68

Total 9456 100.0 454 100.0 9910 100.0
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1998 / Vol. 7(1) / 83
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enough, say smaller than 0.5, both of the two highest o
puts should be considered. As a result, among all th
9910 testing samples, 6838~60%! samples were correctly
classified with a high confidence level ofl>0.5, 3017
~30.4%! digit strings had the correct estimation if the tw
best estimations were considered, and only 55~0.6%!
samples were poorly classified. The experimental res
suggests that our approach of length estimation of d
strings is reliable and will be very helpful for the separati
and recognition of digit strings at the later stage.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, the length estimation of connected d
strings using a two-layer feedforward neural network w
structure-based features is presented. The approach co
of four steps, preprocessing, feature extraction, neural
work estimation, and postprocessing. In the preproces
step, morphological operations are first applied to rem
noise and artifacts in digit string images, which are f
lowed by the normalization and skeletonization. Two im
ages, the normalized noise-free image and the skeleton
age, are produced from the preprocessing step. In
feature extraction step, 17 structure-based features are
tracted from preprocessed images. A multilayer feedf
ward neural network is then trained to learn the mapp
between the features and the target lengths of digit strin
In the postprocessing step, the results from the neural
work estimator are used to compute the class centers, w
are then used to determine the fuzzy membership grade
a digit string belonging to different classes. Experimen
results on NIST Special Database 3 and other derived d
strings show that only 55~0.6%! of a total number of 9910
digit strings are poorly classified, which means that a h
correct estimation rate has been achieved.
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